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SEQUENTIAL CONNECTION
Cornelia E. Kei)sper - University of Amsterdam

1 Summarizing his findings on aspect in Slavic languages, Dickey (2000: 259)
concludes that "the Eastern perfective centres "temporal definiteness" (closely
connected to setjuentiality) while the "western" perfective centres "totality"; the
eastern imperfecttvc signals "no assignment to a sin^c, unicjue point in time"
(qualitative temporal indefiniteness) while the western impcrfcctivc signals "assignability to more than one point in time" (quantitative temporal indefiniteness). "East" in this connection includes, beside East-Slavic, also Bulgarian;
'*West" includes Czech, Slovak, Slovene, and Sotbian; Polish and Serbo-Croatian
are regarded as transitional zones, with Serbo-Croatian patterning closer to the
"West", and Polish closer to the "East".
In a cunous fh^;ment of his study (2000:270-271, sec also 19,138) IMckey compares bis "temporal definiteness" meaning of eastern perfective aspect with
Barentsen's (1985) famous feature of "contrasting sequential connection" (as
understood via Stunova 1993), and sees the difference as a major (meta)theorerical issue, viz, "cognitive" vs "structuralist" theory:
The identification of eastern aspect as a defiruteness cat^pry is indeed one
of the most important theoretical positions taken in this study: viewing
sequentiality as the essence of eastern pv would not raise any significant
dieoretical issues other than necessitating a revision of the structuralist
concept of what can be specified by an invariant meaning. I follow Leinonen (1982: 210) in viewing the sequencing force of the Ru (eastern) pv
as a contextual instantiation of its temporal definiteness. [...] Most importandy, in my view, Leinonen links the uniqueness condition of the Ru pv
with the well-known imiqucness condition on definite noun phrases.
It must be doubted whether replacing Barentsen's (1985: 59-60) feature "con-
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trasting sequential connection** in the meaning of the Russian perfective by
"temporal definiteness" solves any (meta)theoretical problem. The "uiuqueness" which can also be found in definite noun phrases can probably better be
compared wirfi another of Barentsen's features defining the Russian perfective,
viz. "an act unit (Dutch: handelingseenhcid) presented as a SINGLE whole and
as run through completely**, viz. as a tocdity (ibidem; translated from the
Dutch). QOVH features are claimed to be essential, alongside the presence of an
act unit that can be run through to bc^n with. But it is true that the concept of
"contrasting sequential connection" raises a significant theoretical issue for the
^'structuralist" concept of what can be specified by an invariant meaning.
2 On various occasions (Keijsper 1985 etc) I have written that (sentence) accent means "not not"; 1 then replaced accented x» viz. "not not. x" (where "."
symbolizes the relation "is simultaneous with" (an accent being spoken simultaneously with the syllable on which it occurs) by
"x'* " ^ -moment2
"not x**-* - moment 1
The former notation, viz. "not not. x**, was supposed to be a timeless invariant
meaning; the notation repladi^ it symbolizes the corresponding act in the
(micro-)proccssor*s mind. The replacement says that no processing time is
devoted to combining die meanings "not not** and "x"; instead, the relation
between the two is made implicit, and the time embedded in "not not" itself is
brought to light: one "not" combines with "x" into "not x"; the other "not'* is
the mental act of n^ating "not x" and symbolized by die upward arrow; the
result of the operation is an "x" in a new moment of what I called projection
time.
Now, the replacement of "not not. x** by the notation symbolizing the c h a r ^
of mental states brought about by accent is significant: it says that accents have
"sequencing force": by means of accent the speaker brings himself, and the
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hearer, in a new momentary information state (a new "now") during a speech
act, and the illusion is created diat "not x" was already there before accented ^
occurred, because "x" follows "nor x". The projection "not x" is anchored in a
moment of projection time defined by some other surrounding projection (in
one of a number of possible ways), e.g.
*V* - ^
"y""notx"J

or

Y*'Y*<-1
-moment2
"iiotx"J "2" etc.-moment 1

The timeless meaning notation, in contrast, simph opposes "not not" to the
absence of this meanii^ (in the form expressed by: no accent). However (and
here a difference with Russian aspect shows up, see below), words without accent correspond to projections diat arc ALSO located in projection time (e.g. the
"y" in the example is in moment I or 2). In the functioning of accent (scope)
this rime is "always writh us": during (micro-)processing it is construed as not
negatable (see. e.g. Keijsper 1994: 210-211).
3 Now, Barentsen's concept of "contrastii^ sequential connection" implies, in
my view, that the Russian perfective has, according to Batentsen, an invariant
meaning of the same type as my processing notation of accent: using perfective
aspect, an act is placed in a specific anchor pc^nt in time, and that feature belongs to the invariant meaning. In Barentsen's words (1985: 60 translated from
the Dutch):
The single act unit which is run dirough completely is presented as a specific link in a larger whole. The situation after the act and/or the start situation is related to p would say: is simultaneous with| one or more situations which must be known independendy ^.e. not from the given predicate itself). In this way die CHANGE is hi^lig^ted, viz. the contrast diat is
created between the 'surroundiing' situations.
The opposing imperfective aspect lacks this feature and hence need not refer to
an act placed in a specific anchor point in time. We are now talking, of course,
about quite anodier sort of time than that relevant to accent; in the case of aspect
149
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a change can better be symbolized as the step of a staircase, with rime extending before and after the change:

4 The simplest illustration is the o6me4>aKTH«iecKoc SHaneiuie. A waiter, in
Dickey's view (2000:124, discussing Israeli's examples), does not ask Bbi y>Ke
saKasaAH? but BH y)Ke saKasbiiiaAH?; he chooses imperfective aspect so as "to
avoid the abrupmess/impoliteness that would result by specifically referring to
the ordering event in the sequence of actions constituting the restaurant script
and "hurrying up" the patrons with the expectation diat they should have already ordered". If the perfective question is abrupt or impolite it is so because
it reveals that the waiter mentally lists which guests are in which phase of being
waited upon ("Are you already in the next phase?"). By choosing imperfective
aspea the waiter avoids imposing his own perspective on guests: imperfective
Bill yxce saKasfaisaAH? does not convey diat an act of ordering replaces a situation where a zero-amount of ordering is anchored by a subs^ucnt situation
(ordering procedure completed): it is the anchoring of the zero-amount which
gives the impression diat "they should already have ordered" (this parallels the
case of accent). With imperfective, the situation in which an act occurs, if it
occurs, plays rM> role. Therefore, it can be used without "assignment to a single,
unique point in time": T H KorAa-iuiGyAb *npbirHyA/npijiraA c rpaMiiAHini?
(Dickey 2000: 104). Intonation, to be sure, in both Bu yxce saKaaaAH? and B H
ywe 3aKa3NBaAH? opposes a projection of the property of ordering to a projection of its absence, but these are iKit projections of situations extended in time
(of phases) but projections in different moments of mental time, of the world
at the time when die question is asked. Only in die case of saxaaaAH are the
guests in a specific phase of not yet having ordered (accordit^ to the waiter)
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also if the answer is "no".
The same difference in die present tense gives the well-known difference between "Is about to happen or to be completed" (perfective , at least a zeroamount of the act is anchored in the speech situation or its transposition in the
past - HaiAXAHO-npHMepHoe aHaneHMe) vs "pa3o6nteHHOcrb" widi that simation; the "eastern" difference is again not shared by all Slavic langua^s (see
e.g. OHHH A?KycTH 1997 for a recent discussion of aspect in the "fijture" in
various Slavic languages). Heprop-CepenceH (19Sr7) discusses die negated imperative in comparable terms: in modem Russian examples of the tjrpc He 3a5yAb, He ynaAH, the negation, in his view, applies only to the state which would
result if the act took place, so that the "AemreAbHocTb y^Kc iiaAMuo" (1997:90);
the negated imperative therefore "no6yWAaer CAymaiomero K TOMy HTOGU OH
Hc no3DOAHA cocTORHHio B03HHKHyTb" (Ibidcm). In Old-Russian, Novgijrod
dialect, that meaning has not yet developed: a negation applies to the entire act
complex (the act is not anchored in a given situation with its zero-amount).
5 Pursuing the parallel with accent a little further, is there a relation which is
made implicit by the feature "contrasting sequential cotmection", comparable
to the relation in "tiot not. x"? The most obvious candidate is the relation between the meanit^ of perfective aspect and the other meflning(s) expressed by
the same forms. As is well known, aspect does not ftmction altogether in the
same way in diffctent verb forms, and that fact wouki then automatically be accounted for by the interaction between simultaneously expressed meanings
from which one cannot abstract; the interaction can be different in languages
without the feature "contrasting sequential connection".
Thus, as is well known, one can say H sac AOATO HC yBHucy but not *il sac AOAro HC yHMACA: a series of arriving "now"s in every one of which one can say
"cciinac ne BHMcy sac", when taken ttjgether constitute a situation characterized
by a zero-amount of seeing; the situation ends when an act of seeing occurs;
riiis single future act can be referred to in the perfective aspect, which happily
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combines with AOAro characterizing the situation until then. The past is an entirely different matter, because every moment of it has already occurred: we cannot simply wait until an act of seeing occurs, we can only think of every moment
in the past: 'VorAa HC yaiiAeA Bac", i.e. the change of situation referred to by the
perfective did not occur at that moment; all moments together constitute a long
period, which can only be referred to in die imperfective aspect. The same difference is responsible for the fact that one can say HaaH miotAa (pcAKo) K iiaM
aawACT (if we simply wait there arrives a situation when he arrives, and such occasions will be few) but not *HBaH HHorAa (pcAKo) K HAM aauicA. Even Polish
has no problem with the latter (SCAIIAOBHM 2002:48).
Of course, if the past is scanned so as to verify whether a specific single occasion has occurred perfective bectxncs possible. CMMPHOB (1971: 240-241) advises to sometimes add words so as to be able to maintain perfective aspect in
that interpretation in translations ficom Slovak iiiJf^ plus perfective past: ran a
uHKOFAa HC ifoHAA (the one time occasion for understanding did never occur)
instead of HHKorAa He noHHMaA; HH pasy He SMCuiaAacis IIH pasy He BupaSMAa
cBoc MHeuHC instead of HiiKorAa He BMemufiaAacb, HHXorAa He BUpaiKSLxa. CBoe
MHCHHc; yet another possibility is to omit HHKorAa rather than choose imperfective aspect: NiJkJy bo aeodswUMhecotncs ffpHroBOp rax H HC euHecAM. With a
so-called parallel link both tenses are fine, too: H sac AOAro He saAepxcy, and O H
AOATO He npoAepxcaACfl; that type of sentence also pertains to a sin^e world
state, of which two projections exist (Keiisper 1986: 329).
The infinitive, to give another example of interaction, allows perfective aspect
in a redpe like PHC aaMOHHTb aa 3-4 naca AO BapKH B noACOAeHOH BOAC. MHKOTb 6apaHHHiir Hapesan* xycoHicaMn n o 10-12 r, noctaia-n> coAbio, nepqeM u
o6)KapHTb B oHAbHo HarpcTOM KypAH)«iHOM caAC (3oAOTOBa H Ap. 1998: 341,
cited from a KyAMHapHa). Perfective present has quite another interpretation in
such contexts in Russian because of its connection with the speech situation
(e.g. Dickey 2000:162-165); the infinitive chain refers to a series of acts requiring only a s i i ^ decision to execute the recipe ("What to do if you want to
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make this dish**); the realization of the individual subtasks is not encoded,
which precludes the "is about to be done" effect of the perfective indicative
present. Also, the 'Swestem'* possibility of imperfective present in "ingressive"
cases (where Russian uses a phasal verb plus infinitive, or an itigressive prefix)
may well be a matter of the number of planning decisions involved rather than
of aspect alone; after all, Czech Stdl si apsal (Dickey 2000: 204) not only can be
translated as On CCA M iiaHaA/crajv nwcaTb, but also, and probably closer, as
OH CCA iiHcarh, i.e. with an infinitive instead of a finite form in cases of what
Galton called "seamless continuity of actions" and what Ivandcv called "actions
occurring successively presented without clearly dcfinetl contours" (Dickey
2(KK): 217,206). In Russian, as is well known, comparable cases of "two finite
verb forms but one fi^anning unit" are rare (the a nofiAy CKajicy type).
Such interactions can be found in all verbal forms, let alone lexical meanings, so
the parallel with accent is not too far-fetched, in my view.
6 Why the Russian perfective has developed the feamrc of "contrastive sequential connection" is as yet unknown, but it is only one of a whole scries of
probably related semantic changes which have given Russian (or East-Slavic in
general) a special place amor^ the Slavic languages.
Dickey (2000: 282-283) convcniendy reviews the scanty literatufc on the semantic development the Russian perfective has lost its ability to express habitual
events, the perfective was previously more widespread in the historical present,
the perfective has disappeared from stage directions, the imperfective was in an
earlier langu^e phase morefirequentin sequences of events, and Russian has
lost a significant number of aspectual pairs of verbal nouns. "Treviously" pertains to observations on 18th century (or 17th century) texts. It can be added
that die -»/-/participle, just as the verbal noun, also remained outside die development of the meaning of aspect (in my view, see Keijsper 2003, to appear). As
the author notes (ibidem), "any comparative invest^tion of the historical development of Slavic aspea would be an enormous undertaking".
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Unfortunately, the climate for linguistics is very bad in a rime when some "cognitive linguists" use the notion of "metaphor" as an excuse for giving up descriptive adequacy in semantic analysis. As Holden (1989: 42) observes, "one of
the major consequences of this metaphorical approach to defining categories is
that linguistics is drawn closer to that view of language espoused by literature
specialists over the centuries - that it is much more flexible, subjective, nontnathematical, and non-lc^cal than structuralist and generative linguistic theories care to admit'*. "At the definitional level, it means that definitions are
valid only in terms of chatacterizing the most prototypical members of the set,
and that the definitional features are not themselves predictive of membership
in the category" (Holden 1989: 40). This tesrimofuum paupertatis will certainly
not be sufficient.
7 In his summary, "returning for a moment to the cognitive aspects of the
issue", Dickey says that the development of Russian aspect is an example of the
"cognitive tendency to move away firom the prototypical perception of events
toward viewing reality from "alternative perspectives'**' Rickey 2000: 287,
following Holden 1990:150-51). *'The proposed semantics of totality for the pv
in the western languages is a more prototypical perception of reality, lying
closer to the original lexic^ toots of Slavic aspect".
This is a dangerous formulation, because in California some people then proceed to derive die notion of perspective (angle, viewpoint, standpoint) from the
THINKING IS PERCEIVING submapping of die MIND AS BODY metaphor (Johnson and Lakoff 2002: 254-255), but **by treating everything as metaphor [...]
die notion of metaphor loses explanatory power" (Goldin 2001). Johnson and
Lakoff insist that dieir metaphors are conceptual rather than linguistic (Johnson
and Lakoff 2002: 253), but dieir X IS ACTUALLY Y syndrom, as we used to call it
in Ui^;uistics (Dutch: het X-is-eigenli|k-Y-syndroom), is presented as an alternative to "abstractionist and homonymy position accounts of polysemous terms"
(ibidem), which su^ests that linguists should take it seriously. It may be true
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that "die neural structure of motor control must already have the capacities
necessary to characterize aspect (...] and its logic" (Lakoff and Johnson 1999,
cited from Rakova 2002: 239), but semantic analyses do not derive from metaphors or from studies of the brain, they are the result of competent studies of
language codes. Such studies arc better off with an attitude like Shaumyan's:
The fundamental assumption is that namral lar^juage, like any kind of sign
system, has a unique status: gpnetically it is the product of human consciousness, but ontobgically it is independent of human consciousness.
Language is a social phenomenon, and social phenomena should not be
confused with psychc^o^cal phenomena. Linguistics is not a branch of
psychology. Linguistics is a branch of semiotics. The importance of setniotics for various branches of social science is comparable to the importance
of physics for various branches of natural science. (Shaumyan 1987: 321322)
Russian certainly is a language witii "alternative perspectives", having linearintonational hierarchy in a preponderant role (cf. Functional Sentence PERSPECTIVE), usif^ Voice for expressing vancs^ points (see Keijsper 2003, to
appear), and having devdopcd an aspect system that allows for various simultaneous views on what is distinctive in given dtcumstances (such as the waiter's
vs the clients' perspectives). But we need nor go cognitive for that, start speaking in metaphors, or confiise linguistics widi studies of the brain: it is all in the
language code we are analysing.
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